Review – Lady Bird

Good – 20

•
•

OK – 6

I thought the film last night was good. The chocolate cake was
lovely too.
Second time we have enjoyed this film. Real family with all its
stresses, but one that is kind, tolerant and above all loving.
Good the way Ladybird gradually learns that their values are
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Not one I would
recommend.
It was better than I
thought it might be
and I veered between

Poor – 1

•

I could not empathise
with the main
character at all and
the ending felt too
abrupt, almost like an

•

•

•

•
•

•

the ones worth having.
We both enjoyed it. Great performance from Saoirse Ronan
and from the actors playing her mother and best friend. A
gentle film about rebellious adolescence and growing up.
We thought the film was excellent. My friend had been to a
Catholic high school and felt it really reflected her positive
experiences with the staff. The family relationships were
generally convincing, as was the turmoil of desperately
wanting to fit in and choosing the wrong people to impress! An
excellent choice.
We both really enjoyed this film. Great performance by Saoirse
Ronan. Brilliant that the club has kept going for 8 years - many
thanks to the committee members and others who have kept it
going over the years.
Good film, although didn't enjoy it over much but it was very
funny in parts and a very good story.
Loved this film. Made me think of my youth. We do not
appreciate our parents until a sudden epiphany happens when
we eventually grow up. All the cast were excellent &
Sacramento looks a nice place. I guess it is another example
of not appreciating what you have. We all want to experience
new places but we then realise that our home town is not as
bad as we thought.
I enjoyed the film- the actors were all brilliant in portraying their
characters and the relationships between them, and the angst
that was experienced by teenagers prior to the advent of social
media. My guest liked it too, and thought the 3 actors who
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OK and good. The
decision to go with
OK was the lack of a
decent story and
most of it was so
predictable. On the
good side it made us
all laugh several
times and I am glad
that I came along to
watch it.
Disappointed.
Scenes disjointed. At
times difficulty
hearing dialogue.
I did have trouble
deciphering the
American dialogue
and unable to catch
the funny bits.
However it was very
reminiscent of mother
daughter
relationships and
recently with my
daughter in law and
her daughter who has
just gone off to uni. I
found it a little

afterthought.

•

fragmented but the
acting from the
mother and daughter
was good.

played the parents and Lady Bird were particularly good.
Thank you for showing it.
Bit mumbly and hard to understand at times though.
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